Area 66 Mule Deer Study
Area 66 Mule Deer
Satellite GPS Collar Study
Update: June through August 2017
Over the course of this summer, not much has changed since collared mule deer does reached their
summer ranges in May (see map below). Even those that moved relatively long distances are still occupying the same general areas that they were using in early June. Of interest, there are seven collared deer spending their summer on Casper Mountain. Six of these deer were originally captured in
the Circle Drive area or in Hat Six. Interestingly, one of these deer was captured in the Bates Hole
Stock Trail area, but then moved north to spend her summer on Casper Mountain.

Collared deer locations on August 21, 2017;
Four remain outside of the herd unit boundary
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Update 2, Aug 2017

Biologists spent several days tracking individual collared deer over the summer in an attempt to
document fawn production and early over-summer survival. However, these searches were often
unproductive given fawns’ instincts to hide from perceived threats, and the fact that adult females
intentionally forage away from newborn
fawns to avoid attracting attention. In most
instances, a fleeting doe without fawns at
her side in June and early July does not necessarily mean she does not have fawns
nearby. We will get a much more accurate
picture of fawn production when we observe collared females in the fall. This will
take some careful observation as does and
fawns often begin to group up with other
deer in the early fall. It is important to assess individual fawn production /survival
for each female to compare that of CWDnegative versus CWD-positive animals.
Collared deer on Muddy Mountain in June
In addition to monitoring fawn production, we plan to redeploy the seven collars from mortalities
beginning this September
through
ground darting and
clover trapping. In
addition, we will
monitor long distance migrants to attempt to determine
how many other deer
are with them.
Collared deer on Stinking Creek in June

Mortalities through the end of May

There was one additional collared deer mortality over the summer, bringing the total to seven since
initial capture. This deer appeared to have died from clinical CWD (she tested positive at time of
capture), and had not yet been scavenged. She appeared to have had fawns this year based on examination of the udder, although no fawns were present when the collar was retrieved.
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